Can antenatal ultrasounds help predict postnatal outcomes in babies born with gastrochisis? The West Virginia experience.
Gastrochisis is a congenital condition resulting in significant morbidity and mortality. Multiple studies have been done to evaluate the value of prognostic indicators with conflicting results. The aim of this study was to evaluate the role of ultrasound in this condition at a single institution while limiting the provider variables that may affect neonatal outcome. The antepartum charts of expectant mothers of affected fetuses as well as the neonatal hospital charts were reviewed at length. The cases were identified over a period of 4 years from April 1998 to February 2002. In addition, the archived photographs of ultrasounds performed on these fetuses were also reviewed and reread by two independent providers who were blinded to the outcome. Adverse neonatal outcome, including death and time to feeding (amongst many other variables) were assessed against the different ultrasound parameters including bowel thickness and dilation. 25 patients were identified in the stated time frame. Six cases had to be dropped from the final analysis due to incomplete data including the transfer of 3 babies. There were 4 neonatal deaths. The mean birth weight was 2384 grams. There was a significant association with dilation and delta dilation (defined as the difference in bowel dilation from the final ultrasound from the baseline ultrasound cutoff of 4 mm) and time to feeding, time on ventilator and hospital stay. (P< 0.005). Other ultrasound parameters were not significantly correlated with neonatal outcome. Most ultrasound parameters do not help prognosticate the neonatal outcome in babies affected with this condition except for dilation and delta dilation, which are strong predictors of morbidity in the post delivery period. This information may be helpful to providers and parents of affected fetuses.